The Eco Team Newsletter July 2022

Hello, we are the eco team! We are all extremely proud to be part of
the this team, trying to make our school and surroundings as
environmentally friendly as we can!
SO… what have we been doing this year???
This year, as a group, we decided that we wanted to focus on
recycling in school. During our team meetings, with Miss
Richardson, we thought that recycling is something that we need to
focus on and promote within school. As a team we planned and led
a whole school assembly to share some information about why
recycling is important and the impact in can have on our planet if
we do not recycle.
Did you know…
Over 75% of waste is
recyclable, however we only
recycle about 30% of it!!!

During Term 6, the school took part in a well-being week. As part of
the week, each leadership team planned a lesson for the whole school

to take part in. As we have been focussing on recycling this year,
the eco team decided to base our lesson around this theme. We feel
that recycling has a great impact on wellbeing. We planned a fun
lesson where the children used a variety of recyclable materials to
create group sculptures. This activity was enjoyed by the whole
school and shows that you can reuse rubbish to make new and
wonderful things! RESPONSISBILTY is one of our core Christian
values and it is our responsibility to recycle where possible and help
to look after planet Earth – our home.

We look forward to continuing to drive a range of initiatives to help
our school become even more eco-friendly than we already are and
we hope that these behaviours and routines can be embedding
outside of school too!
We hope you all have the most wonderful summer break and
remember Reuse, Reduce and Recycle!
The Eco Team

